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Is cyberpunk 2077 getting delayed

Image: CD Projekt Red Cyberpunk 2077 is being delayed yet again, this time until December 10th. Developer CD Projekt Red says it’s still working on a launch day patch for the game, which was previously slated for November 19th. It attributes the delay partly to its multiplatform release — which will see the game launch across two generations of
console hardware, PC, and Google Stadia. “The biggest challenge for us right now is shipping the game on current-gen, next-gen, and PC at the same time, which requires us to prepare and test nine versions of it,” the company said in a tweet. “We need to make sure everything works well and every version runs smoothly. We’re aware it might seem
unrealistic when someone says 21 days can make any difference in such a massive and complex game, but they really do.” Cyberpunk 2077 officially went gold (i.e. locked a release version of the game) in early October, and the developers promised via Twitter that “no more delays are happening.” The release version is still finished, but CD Projekt
Red has been developing further updates for the day of the game’s release. “This is the time period we under-calculated,” the tweet says — even after an unanticipated crunch period that’s seen developers working overtime. Cyberpunk 2077 has been one of the most highly anticipated games of 2020. But with the latest delay, it’s going to be just
squeaking in at the end of this year. In this article: video games, CD Projekt RED, Cyberpunk 2077, personal computing, Xbox One, PlayStation 4, Xbox Series X, Xbox Series S, PlayStation 5, PS5, gamingCD Projekt RedCD Projekt Red has delayed Cyberpunk 2077 once again. The studio has moved the game’s release date by 21 days, from November
19th to December 10th. The delay affects all versions of the title.“Most likely, there are many emotions and questions in your heads, so, first and foremost, please accept our humble apologies,” the studio said on Twitter. CD Projekt says the delay is due to the challenge of launching the title on what amounts to nine different platforms while everyone
on the team works from home. “Since Cyberpunk 2077 evolved towards almost being a next-gen title somewhere along the way, we need to make sure everything works well and every version runs smoothly,” the studio said. When Cyberpunk 2077 finally comes out, you’ll be able to play the game on both current- and next-generation consoles, as well
as PC and Stadia. All told, this is the third time CD Projekt has delayed its latest open-world RPG. The title was initially slated to come out on April 16th, 2020. In January, CD Projekt Red pushed the game back to September 17th. In June, it then delayed the title to November 19th, and now we have this delay. While the new date might be frustrating
for those who want to play it, the news is worse for the studio’s employees. According to a recent Bloomberg report, CD Projekt Red recently mandated the Cyberpunk 2077 team work mandatory six-day weeks to push the title out.All products recommended by Engadget are selected by our editorial team, independent of our parent company. Some of
our stories include affiliate links. If you buy something through one of these links, we may earn an affiliate commission.Popular on Engadget Posted on March 9, 2022 by Avi Tronek (Image credit: CD Projekt Red) Cyberpunk 2077 has been delayed again, but is still set to launch this year. In a statement on Twitter, developer CD Projekt Red confirmed
that the Cyberpunk 2077 release date has been pushed back by 21 days, and will now release on December 10.Offering their "humble apologies," studio head Adam Badowski and CEO Marcin Iwinski told fans that "the biggest challenge for us right now is shipping the game on current-gen, next-gen, and PC at the same time, which requires us to
prepare and test 9 versions of it" including Stadia and backwards compatible versions," and that "since Cyberpunk 2077 evolved towards almost being a next-gen title somewhere along the way, we need to make sure everything works well and every version runs smoothly."We have important news to share with you
pic.twitter.com/qZUaD6IwmMOctober 27, 2020See moreThe statement also addresses the fact that some fans may be confused by the decision to delay the game again, particularly since it went gold earlier this month. In answer to that, Badowski and Iwinski say that "'going gold' means the game is ready, can be completed, and has all [the] content
in it. But it doesn't mean we stop working on it and raising the quality bar. On the contrary, this is the time where many improvements are being made which will then be distributed via a Day 0 patch. This is the time period we undercalculated."The decision by CDPR marks Cyberpunk 2077's third delay. Originally scheduled to release in April, it was
pushed back to September, and then the previously-slated launch date of November 19. Badowski and Iwinski say that while the three-week delay might not seem like much, this time period can "really" make a difference "in such a massive and complex game."Whatever its release date, Cyberpunk 2077 remains on our list of upcoming games. Enlarge
/ If you look closely at the shades, you can see the effect of today's news: Cyberpunk 2077 has been delayed again, now to December 10, 2020. CD Projekt Red's next massive adventure game, Cyberpunk 2077, has been delayed for what appears to be the 4,000th time since being announced roughly eight years ago. After assuring fans that the game's
last delay—to November 19—was pretty much ironclad, due in part to the game "going gold," CD Projekt Red confirmed a new release date via a Twitter post on Tuesday. Cyberpunk 2077 will now arrive on December 10 simultaneously on a bunch of platforms. (Deep breath: Xbox Series X|S, Xbox One, PlayStation 5, PS4, Windows 10 PC, and Stadia.)
“Undercalculated” "'Going gold' means the game is ready, can be completed, and has all content in it," the studio's leads wrote in a statement. "But it doesn't mean we stop working on it and raising the quality bar... This is the time period we undercalculated." The top reply to Tuesday's Twitter post was an image captured from CDPR's Twitter
account one day earlier, which showed the developer directly replying to a fan asking if the November 19 launch date was ironclad so that they might plan on taking that day off of work. CDPR's direct reply was two simple words: "Full confirmation!" Before that assurance, CDPR's quarterly address to fans in early September included a claim from
CFO Piotr Nielubowicz: "When we meet again in this format, Cyberpunk 2077 will have already been released." That language implied that CP2077 would be out before that CDPR video series' next installment, likely in early December. Advertisement Since the company's announcement of a November 19 release date, reports have surfaced
confirming a surge in development "crunch" in the game's final weeks as written plainly in an email sent to the company's development team by studio lead Adam Badowski. As Bloomberg's Jason Schreier reported: “Starting today, the entire (development) studio is in overdrive,” Badowski wrote, elaborating that this meant “your typical amount of
work and one day of the weekend.” The extra work would be paid, as required by Polish labor laws. Many other video game studios don’t pay for overtime. “I take it upon myself to receive the full backlash for the decision,” he wrote. “I know this is in direct opposition to what we’ve said about crunch. It’s also in direct opposition to what I personally
grew to believe a while back—that crunch should never be the answer. But we’ve extended all other possible means of navigating the situation.” Badowski served as co-author of today's delay announcement, which states that "it might seem unrealistic when someone says that 21 days [of delay] can make any difference in such a massive and complex
game, but they really do." Cyberpunk 2077 CDPR Cyberpunk 2077 has been delayed by CDPR three times this year alone, and technically we should have all been playing it last spring, if the schedule stayed as it was supposed to. But it’s a massive game being released in the middle of a pandemic, so it’s been pushed all the way back to December 10,
2020. But even that date has some players skeptical that it won’t again be last-minute pushed to 2021, given the “fool me thrice” situation we find ourselves in. At this point, however, I think it’s finally time to say that we’re past the point of no return. First, the last time there was a “last minute” delay, it was on October 27, delaying the game from
November 19 to December 10. It’s now November 22, just 19 days away from the new launch date, which is about a week past the period where CDPR announced the last delay. At a certain point, you have to start shipping games to retail, and that’s already begun to happen in this time period, as we’re starting to see retail leaks of the game out in
the wild (be careful of spoilers). There reaches a point where you can’t delay a game any further once you have started literally boxing it up and shipping it out to Best Buy and Amazon and GAME and everywhere else in the world. Even if the industry is moving toward mostly digital releases, retail still exists and as such, does not allow for a ton of
flexibility as we get this close to launch. Cyberpunk 2077 CDPR I understand why people would be wary of another potential delay after the last three, but I really believe we are at a point where December 10 now seems like a day you can firmly mark on your calendar, take off work for, etc. It’s simply too late to push it to 2021, and obviously CDPR
does not want to miss the entire Christmas season from a sales perspective, something their investors would crucify them for (their stock has already been pummeled for the amount of delays they’ve had to date). I am absolutely sure that CDPR will be patching the game many, many times at and after launch, given that the game is coming in
relatively “hot,” it would seem, but that’s par for the course for any big AAA game these days. The marketing, the distribution, the holiday timetable all points to December 10 being the “safe” date to truly believe in now, though I really don’t want to have to eat this post if they somehow manage to pull the football away again. But right now it feels
like they literally can’t, as we’re too close to launch and too many things are in motion. December 10. Count on it. Follow me on Twitter, YouTube and Instagram. Pick up my sci-fi novels Herokiller and Herokiller 2, and read my first series, The Earthborn Trilogy, which is also on audiobook.
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